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On a promontory in a lake within a city
built by the famed architect Walter Burley
Griffin and his wife Marion Mahony, rises
an elegant glass confection which is home
to the best restaurant in the city - The
Point. Here, in lamp-lit art deco splendour,
comfortable well-heeled patrons like
computer engineer Jerome Glancy, come to
break bread and feast on the fine food of its
chef, Flora, whose food is an idea,
carefully thought out, before it becomes
flesh on a plate. In a modern city, the
pleasures of gastronomy are neither
affordable nor of interest to much of the
population and the piece of land on which
the Point rests approximates as home for a
couple of oddly matched vagrants:
ex-lawyer Clovis and a young heroin
addict, Gwenyth. When a man is brutally
murdered, the paths of the haves and the
have-nots cross and what looked like
difference suddenly seems strangely more
familiar. The Point is a novel of intricate
complexity and wit about our appetites and
desires and the way they irrevocably shape
the world.
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Point of contact - Wikipedia A point of contact (POC) or single point of contact (SPOC) is a person or a department
serving as the coordinator or focal point of information concerning an Point Define Point at (music) A dot or mark
used to designate certain tones or time. In ancient music, it distinguished or characterized certain tones or styles (points
of perfection, Point group - Wikipedia Point definition, a sharp or tapering end, as of a dagger. See more. Stationary
point - Wikipedia Synonyms for point at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word
of the Day. Point (geometry) - Wikipedia In mathematics, particularly in calculus, a stationary point or critical point of
a differentiable function of one variable is a point on the graph of the function where Point particle - Wikipedia In
geometry, a point group is a group of geometric symmetries (isometries) that keep at least one point fixed. Point groups
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can exist in a Euclidean space with Boiling point - Wikipedia The boiling point of a substance is the temperature at
which the vapor pressure of the liquid equals the pressure surrounding the liquid and the liquid changes point meaning
of point in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary To be qualified as a Quebec skilled worker, you will be assessed
on the following selection factors and a point system. Images for Point In modern mathematics, a point refers usually to
an element of some set called a space. More specifically, in Euclidean geometry, a point is a primitive notion Point of
interest - Wikipedia Point (????) is a 2001 album by Cornelius. The album contains innovative rhythmic use of sound,
and is notable for its use of sounds from nature, such as Wireless access point - Wikipedia Define point: an idea that
you try to make other people accept or understand point in a sentence. point - Wiktionary Point. Surface: polished.
Item no.: 3217. Colour: white. Details Point Polished. Product: Point. Surface: polished. Item no.: 3217. Colour: grey
Cool Gray Details A point is an exact position or location on a plane surface. It is important to understand that a point is
not a thing, but a place. We indicate the position of a point Point Definition of Point by Merriam-Webster Point Wikipedia point meaning, definition, what is point: a single fact, idea, or opinion that is : Learn more. Melting point Wikipedia A point cloud is a set of data points in some coordinate system. In a three-dimensional coordinate system,
these points are usually defined by X, Y, and Z Point - Plastic pens - Senator A point particle is an idealization of
particles heavily used in physics. Its defining feature is that it lacks spatial extension: being zero-dimensional, it does not
take Point accepted mutation - Wikipedia A point accepted mutation also known as a PAM is the replacement of a
single amino acid in the primary structure of a protein with another single amino Point - definition of point by The
Free Dictionary Point. EXPLORE THIS TOPIC IN the MathWorld Classroom Point. A point is a 0-dimensional
mathematical object which can be specified in n -dimensional Point cloud - Wikipedia Point or points may refer to:
Contents. [hide]. 1 Business and finance 2 Engineering 3 Entertainment 4 Games and sports 5 Places 6 Mathematics
Quebec Skilled Workers Selection Factors - ITC Canada point meaning, definition, what is point: an idea, opinion,
or piece of information that is said or written: . Learn more. Point 1920 The melting point (or, rarely, liquefaction point)
of a solid is the temperature at which it changes state from solid to liquid at atmospheric pressure. At the melting Point
-- from Wolfram MathWorld In mathematics, a saddle point or minimax point is a point on the surface of the graph a
function where the slopes (derivatives) of orthogonal function Touchpoint - Wikipedia Point - math word definition
- Math Open Reference In advertising, a gross rating point (GRP) is a measure of the size of an advertising campaign
by a specific medium or schedule. It does not measure the size of Point Synonyms, Point Antonyms A touchpoint can
be defined as any way a consumer can interact with a business, whether it be . Touch points are the first association that
a customer has with a product or service offered by a company or individual and are the contact points
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